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photoimpact 10 runs natively on all four of the windows operating systems from
windows xp to windows 7. the program has been completely redesigned to provide

an intuitive user interface and new features like a new tabbed main window for
easier navigation. in addition, photoimpact is the only software that has a built-in
"find my files" function for tracking down missing files or other content on your

hard drive. photoimpact also provides a quick search feature that allows users to
search for specific image types or keywords. in addition to creating, editing and
printing photos, photoimpact 10 provides a wide-range of graphic design options

such as painting, drawing and cloning tools, as well as particle, texture and lighting
effects, and unique tools to create 2d/3d vector graphics. new multiple node editing

gives users more control over their vector-based graphic design. text and vector
graphics may also now include borders for greater design flexibility as well as

multiple levels of anti-aliasing. in addition, photoimpact 10 provides a wide-range
of design layouts for a variety of uses including graphic web design, greeting cards,

packaging and other marketing materials, computer and print-to-fold business
stationery, and much more. photoimpact 10 now includes a brand-new

"photoimpact express" tab to help people get the most out of their photos. this
feature includes a variety of quick fixes, including color balance, exposure

correction and white balance. these tools are found in the expressfix section of
photoimpact. also new in photoimpact 10 is the photoimpact gallery feature that
enables users to quickly create and share "gallery" type images such as photo

collages, page layouts, and greeting cards. in addition, this feature includes tools
that will allow users to create, edit, and print rich-media web pages and pages for

various projects that are compatible with a wide variety of design applications.
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for those who require a higher level of control photoimpact x3 will offer users
powerful features such as the ability to create print-ready pdfs of their photos or

make slideshows. they can also access the powerful photoimpact x3™ high
dynamic range (hdr) editor for even more advanced photography. photoimpact

x3 xtreme hdr allows users to take full advantage of photoimpact x3's enhanced
hdr feature. users can now create photos with extended dynamic range by
combining bracketed exposures of the same scene. users can now extract

foreground objects from an image for use in a panorama or selectively extract a
subject from a photo for other processing. users can even paint out unwanted
elements from individual photos such as people walking through the scene,

moving cars or wind effects. the new photoimpact x3 object extraction wizard
can extract individual objects from photos or create panoramas from multiple

photos. users can even extract a subject from a photo for other processing such
as retouching or adding text. photoimpact x3 xtreme hdr provides users with

greater control over their photos. users can now create highly realistic hdr
images by combining bracketed exposures of the same scene and then choose

to remove distracting elements in the final image. with these changes,
photoimpact x3 xtreme hdr is now ideal for users who want to explore the world

of photography in a more sophisticated way. however, to get the most out of
photoimpact x3, you'll need to invest time and effort in learning the program. all

the guidance, tutorials and training materials are available from ulead's
photoimpact x3 page. there, you'll find a user's guide, in-depth tutorials, and a

wealth of useful support information. 5ec8ef588b
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